Solutions for the boundary value problem over an infinite domain have been obtained by first transforming the two-dimensional laminar boundary layer equations into an ordinary differential equation through similarity variables. The governing problem is the twoparameter Falkner-Skan equation with b, the streamwise pressure gradient and c the suction velocity. The closed form solution for b = À1 obtained earlier is rewritten, which is then generalized for generalb. The same equation is also solved using method of stretching of variables. Different velocity profiles have been observed for both b and c. The results from both approaches are compared with that of direct numerical solutions, which agree very well.
Introduction
Boundary layer flows on continuous stretching surfaces moving in quiescent fluid medium in industrial manufacturing processes are of present interest in recent years. One can assume that stretching of the boundary varies with distance from the die in the manner of power law. For example, flows along the liquid films in condensation processes, cooling of a metallic plate in a cooling bath, aerodynamic extrusion of plastic sheets, drawing of plastic films and metal and polymer extrusion, etc. Both stretching and heating or cooling simultaneously during such processes has a significant effect on the final products.
Boundary value problems over an infinite interval are of special interest and a very few of them have got analytical solutions. The continuous stretching surface is governed by these BVP's, which are theoretically studied with the aid of similarity form of the two dimensional boundary layer equations. Earliest study is by Sakiadis [1] who investigated the boundary layer flow on a continuous solid surface with constant speeds. Afzal and Varshney [2] , Afzal [3, 4] have investigated the self-similar boundary layer with power law stretching of the continuous surface. The comprehensive analytical and numerical study of boundary layer flows induced by continuous surface stretched with power law velocity has been given in Banks [5] . The stretching surface may be considered either as an impermeable or permeable one.
The pressure gradient driven flow over a stretching boundary may be obtained when external and the boundary velocity are proportional to the power law of the downstream coordinate and is governed by the Falkner-Skan equation. Weyl [6] proved the existence and uniqueness of the solution of the Falkner-Skan equation for impermeable surface. Coppel [7] proved existence and uniqueness of the solution of the Falkner-Skan equation. Particularly, he proved that for non-negative f(0) and f 0 (0), f 00 (g) is positive, zero or negative throughout the interval 0 6 g 6 1 according to f 0 (0) is less than, equal or greater than one and with this restriction on f 00 (g), the solution is unique. Yang and Chien [8] give two types of analytical solutions of the Falkner-Skan equation for b = À1, one expressed in terms of error and exponential functions and other one in the form of confluent hypergeometric functions. Riley and Weidman [9] give numerically a rich [10] recently formulated another version of the Falkner-Skan equation, which relates free stream velocity to composite reference velocity (i.e. sum of the velocities of stretching boundary and free stream). He also gave closed form solution for b = À1 and asymptotic solutions for some special cases. Recently, Sachdev et al. [11] have proposed a new scheme for the solution of the Falkner-Skan equation for general b and recovered all possible results of Riley and Weidman [9] .
In this paper, an attempt has been made to give exact solution of the Falkner-Skan equation for generalb and for different values of suction parameter c. The presentation of the paper proceeds as follows. In Section 2, the mathematical formulation of the proposed problem with relevant boundary conditions is given. The exact analytical solution for b = À1 as obtained by
Yang and Chien [8] can be rewritten in the form
GðgÞ and the function G(g) is defined by infinite power series. This form is used for the solution of the Falkner-Skan equation for general b which is the main objective of the present work. This analysis is given in Section 3. In Section 4, the solution of the Falkner-Skan equation by means of the method of stretching of variables is given. Section 5 is devoted to compare the results obtained in Sections 3 and 4.
Formulation of the problem
The two-dimensional laminar boundary layer equations of an incompressible fluid subjected to pressure gradient are
, u is the velocity in the direction of the fluid, v is the velocity of the fluid normal to u, t is the constant kinematic viscosity, U is the velocity at the edge of boundary layer which obeys the power law relation
The relevant boundary conditions are
The stream functions u ¼ 
and f is the dimensionless stream function. Using these similarity transformations in Eqs. (1)- (3), we get a nonlinear ordinary differential equation 
where c corresponds to the suction velocity, considered mainly positive in the present study and c = 0 corresponds to an impermeable surface. Eq. (5) is the Falkner-Skan equation, one of the celebrated equations in the similarity boundary layer theory and governs the symmetrical boundary layer flow over a wedge whose included angle is pb. In the forthcoming section, the exact solution for the system (5) and (6) for general b which embeds the known analytical solution for b = À1, is given.
Solution for general b
The exact analytical solution of the Falkner-Skan equation (5) subjected to (6) for b = À1 as given by Yang and Chien [8] is rewritten in slightly modified form as
where
The axial velocity gradient at the wall is
From Eq. (9) 
. Indeed we can find solution of system (5), (6) 
and the boundary conditions (6) become
The solution of (10) subjected to the conditions (11) for b = À1 is given by Eq. (8) which is expressed in terms of exponential and error functions. These functions may be expanded in Taylor series about g = 0, which enjoy the infinite radius of convergence. The solution of the problem (10) for b = À1 gives a clue for the following analysis for generalb. Motivated by the series representation of G(g) for b = À1, it is natural to write
for general b. Substitution of (12) with a 0 = 1, (10) and after equating the like powers of g, the general recurrence relation for obtaining the coefficients a n , we get
All the coefficients a n in (13) are obtained in terms of a 2 and it is related to f 00 (0) as
The series solution (12) as it is contains two unknown constants namely d and f 00 (0) or a 2 . Thus, we have a two-parameter family of solutions to the system (5), (6) . To determine one of these unknown constants, we patch the series expansion of (8) with that of (12), which gives d ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi c 2 À 2 p . Another free parameter f 00 (0) or a 2 gives one parameter family of solutions to the system (5) and (6) . This constant can be found from the following integral relation that is obtained by integrating the system (5) and (6)
Since, function f 0 in right hand side also involves f 00 (0), we need to find it iteratively for different values of b and c. The value f 00 (0) thus obtained agrees well with that of numerical solution and is given in the Table 1 The relations (7) and (12) give the solution for general b, but restricts the analysis for c P ffiffiffi 2 p . In the next section, we give the solution for general b and c by means of method of stretching of variables. Table 1 Comparison of f 00 (0) obtained from Eqs. (7) and (12) 
Method of stretching of variables
Many attempts have been made to develop methods for the solution of boundary layer equations, which are approximate because these are not universally valid solutions especially for all possible distribution of the pressure gradient. The numerical approach is always based on the idea of stretching of variables of the flow problems. In the method of stretching of variables, we have to choose suitable derivative function f 0 such that the derivative boundary conditions satisfy automatically and integration of f 0 will satisfy the remaining boundary conditions. Substitution of this resulting function into the given equation gives the residual of the form R(n,a) and is called defect function. Using least square method, the residual of the defect function can be minimized. Afzal [12] has studied the least square method for minimization of the residual in the boundary layer equation. The solution to the third order nonlinear boundary value problem over an infinite domain characterizing the flow of a viscous fluid impinging normally to a wall from which the fluid is extracted at a uniform rate has been given by Ariel [13] using an method of stretching of variables. Chakraborty and Mazumdar [14] have given an approximate solution to the problem of steady laminar flow of MHD fluid over a stretching sheet. More details about the method of stretching of variables are given in [13, 14] .
Using the transformation f = c + F, the system (5) and (6) reads as
We introduce a stretching parameter a for both F and g in the form
HðnÞ ¼ aFðgÞ and n ¼ ag; where a > 0, is an amplification factor. In view of (18), the system (16) and (17) can be rewritten as
We choose a trial function
which satisfy both derivative conditions in (20). Integrating (21) with respect to n from 0 to n using first condition of (20), we get
Substituting (22) into (19) we get the residual defect function R(n, a) as
Using the least square method as discussed in Ariel [13] , for the minimization of Eq. (23), we have o oa
Substituting (23) into Eq. (24) and solving for a, we get
in which for b = 1, the result of Ariel [13] can be recovered. Thus, the original function f now takes the form Table 2 Comparison of solutions (7) and (12) and solution (26) with numerical solution of the Falkner-Skan equations (5), (6)) with b = 2.0 and c = 1.5.
g Eqs. (7) and (12) Eq It is of interest to note that Eq. (26) is the solution for system (5) and (6) for all b and c. 
À1
. The results of this section are given in Tables 2 and 3 for different values of b and c and also the results for c = 0 are given in Table 4 . Table 4 Comparison of value f 00 (0) for general b and for impermeable surface c = 0. Table 3 Comparison of solutions (7) and (12) and solution Eq. (26) with numerical solution of the Falkner-Skan equation (5), (6) g Eqs. (7) and (12) Eq 
Discussion and conclusions
Representation of exact analytical solution ( (7) gives two-parameter family of solution of the problem (5). This should be matched with an analytical solution b = À1 to get one of the unknowns. Other unknown must be found from the integral relation (15) which itself is derived from system (5) and (6) . We use the Pade' approximants to sum the series (12) . With b = 0, Eq. (5) reduces to the so-called Blasius equation, which describes a uniform boundary layer flow over semi-infinite plate with fluid saturated porous medium in the absence of pressure gradient and has been studied extensively and thus no comment is needed. Solutions of the system (5) and (6) for velocity profile f 0 (g) against g which are obtained from the relations (7) and (12) Tables 2 and 3 compare the solutions for f 0 (g) versus g using (7) and (12) and from method of stretching of variables (i.e.
Eq. (26)) for different values of b with that of direct numerical solution of (5) and (6) . There is an excellent agreement in all the three solutions. Comparison of the value f 00 (0) of the Falkner-Skan equations (5) and (6) obtained by method of stretching of variables with that of Eulerized series solution obtained by Afzal and Luthra [15] and numerically by Brodie and Banks [16] for different values of b, when c = 0 is given in Table 4 . A close agreement between all solutions is clearly observed especially for larger values of b.
